Basing on the First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT), this paper focuses on the dynamic behaviour of moderately thick functionally graded parabolic panels and shells of revolution. A generalization of the power-law distribution presented in literature is proposed. Two different four parameter power-law distributions are considered for the ceramic volume fraction. Some symmetric and asymmetric material profiles through the functionally graded shell thickness are illustrated by varying the four parameters of power-law distributions. The governing equations of motion are expressed as functions of five kinematic parameters. For the discretization of the system equations the Generalized Differential Quadrature (GDQ) method has been used. Numerical results concerning four types of parabolic shell structures illustrate the influence of the parameters of the power-law distribution on the mechanical behaviour of shell structures considered.
Introduction
Functionally graded materials (FGM) are a class of composites that have a smooth and continuous variation of material properties from one surface to another and thus can alleviate the stress concentrations found in laminated composites. Typically, these materials consist of a mixture of ceramic and metal, or a combination of different materials. Extensive research work has been carried out on this new class of composites since the concept itself was first introduced and proposed in the late 1980s in Japan. One of the advantages of using functionally graded materials is that they can survive environments with high temperature gradients, while maintaining structural integrity. Furthermore, the continuous change in the compositions leads to a smooth change in the mechanical properties, which has many advantages over the laminated composites, where the delamination and cracks are most likely to initiate at the interfaces due to the abrupt variation in mechanical properties between laminae.
In the last years, some researchers have analyzed various characteristics of functionally graded structures (Ng et al., 2000; Yang et al., 2003; Della Croce and Venini, 2004; Liew et al., 2004; Wu and Tsai, 2004; Patel et al., 2005; Abrate, 2006; Pelletier and Vel, 2006; Zenkour, 2006; Arciniega and Reddy, 2007; Nie and Zhong, 2007; Roque et al., 2007; Yang and Shen, 2007) .
The aim of this paper is to study the dynamic behaviour of functionally graded parabolic shell structures derived from shells of revolution, which are very common structural elements. As a matter of fact, the approach for studying the vibration of isotropic shell ) is now extended to shells made of four parametric functionally graded materials.
The work is based on the First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT) (Reddy, 2003) . The geometric model refers to a moderately thick shell, and the effects of transverse shear deformation as well as rotary inertia are taken into account. Several studies have been presented earlier for the vibration analysis of such revolution shells and the most popular numerical tool in carrying out these analyses was the finite element method (Reddy, 2003) . The generalized collocation method based on the ring element method has also been applied. With regard to the latter method, each static and kinematic variable is transformed into a theoretically infinite Fourier series of harmonic components, with respect to the circumferential co-ordinate (Viola and Artioli, 2004; Viola, 2005, 2006) . In other words, when dealing with a completely closed shell, the 2-D problem can be reduced using standard Fourier decomposition. In a panel, however, it is not possible to perform such a reduction operation, and the twodimensional field must be directly dealt with. In this paper, the governing equations of motion are a set of five twodimensional partial differential equations with variable coefficients. These fundamental equations are expressed in terms of kinematic parameters and can be obtained by combining the three basic sets of equations, namely equilibrium, kinematic and constitutive equations.
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3 This paper is motivated by the lack of studies in the technical literature about the free vibration analysis of functionally graded parabolic panels and shells and the effect of the power-law distribution on their mechanical behaviour.
Firstly, two different power-law variations of the volume fraction of the constituents in the thickness direction are proposed. The effect of the power-law exponent and of the power-law distribution choice on the mechanical behaviour of functionally graded parabolic panels and shells is investigated.
Symmetric and asymmetric volume fraction profiles are presented in this paper. Classical volume fraction profiles can be obtained as special cases of the general distribution laws presented in this work. For the first power-law distribution, the bottom surface of the structure is ceramic rich, whereas the top surface can be metal rich, ceramic rich or made of a mixture of the two constituents and, on the contrary, for the second power-law distribution. The homogeneous isotropic material can be regarded as a special case of functionally graded materials, too. From this point of view, the present work generalizes the paper by Tornabene and Viola (2008) .
Secondly, another aim of the present paper is to demonstrate an efficient application of the differential quadrature approach (Viola and Tornabene, 2005; Tornabene, 2007; Tornabene and Viola, 2007, 2008; Viola et al., 2007; Marzani et al. 2008) , by solving the equations of motion governing the free vibration of functionally graded thick parabolic panels and shells of revolution.
The system of second-order linear partial differential equations is solved without resorting to the one-dimensional formulation of the dynamic equilibrium of the shell. The discretization of the system by means of the Generalized Differential Quadrature method (GDQ) leads to a standard linear eigenvalue problem, where two independent variables are involved. In this way, it is possible to compute the complete assessment of the modal shapes corresponding to natural frequencies of panel structures. It should be noted that there is comparatively little literature available for these structures, compared to literature on the free vibration analysis of complete shells of revolution. In this study, complete revolution shells are obtained as special cases of shell panels by satisfying the kinematic and physical compatibility at the common meridian with 0, 2 ϑ π = .
Fundamental System for Functionally Graded Panels and Shells of Revolution
The basic configuration of the problem considered here is a doubly curved shell as shown in Fig. 1 . The co-ordinates along the meridian and circumferential directions of the reference surface are ϕ and s , respectively. The distance of each point from the shell mid-surface along the normal is ζ . The shells considered are assumed to be single-layer shells of uniform thickness h . It is worth noting that, differently from the work by Tornabene and Viola (2008) , the M A N U S C R I P T
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4 co-ordinates of the shell reference surface are changed ( ) ( , ) ( , ) s ϕ ϑ ϕ → in order to simplify the fundamental equations. Now, all the geometric relations and fundamental equations are re-written following the new co-ordinate system.
The angle formed by the external normal n to the reference surface and the axis of rotation 3 x , or the geometric axis 3 x′ of the meridian curve, is defined as the meridian angle ϕ and the angle between the radius of the parallel circle ( ) 0 R ϕ and the 1 x axis is designated as the circumferential angle ϑ as shown in Fig. 2 . The parametric coordinates ( , ) s ϕ define the meridian curves and the parallel circles upon the middle surface of the shell, respectively.
The curvilinear abscissa ( ) s ϕ of a generic parallel is related to the circumferential angle ϑ by the relation
The position of an arbitrary point within the shell material is known by the co-ordinates ϕ ( )
0 s s ≤ ≤ upon the middle surface, and ζ directed along the outward normal n and measured from the reference surface ( )
The geometry of shells considered is a surface of revolution with a parabolic curved meridian. The parabolic meridian can be described with the following equation: The radii of curvature ( )
R ϕ in the meridian and circumferential directions and the first derivative of ( ) R ϕ ϕ with respect to ϕ can be expressed according to the well known differential geometry formulae.
As regards shell theory, this work is based on the following assumptions: (1) the transverse normal is inextensible so that the normal strain is equal to zero:
n n s t σ σ ϕ ζ = = ; (5) the linear elastic behaviour of anisotropic materials is assumed; (6) the rotary inertia is also taken into account.
Consistent with the assumptions of a moderately thick shell theory reported above, the displacement field considered in this study is that of the First-order Shear Deformation Theory and can be expressed in the following, well known, form: Relationships between strains and displacements along the shell reference (middle) surface ( )
and the five equations of dynamic equilibrium in terms of internal actions can be written as in Tornabene and Viola (2008) .
As far as the constitutive relations for a functionally graded linear elastic material are concerned, they relate internal stress resultants and internal couples with generalized strain components on the middle surface: 
where κ is the shear correction factor, which is usually taken as 5 6 κ = , such as in the present work. In particular, it is worth noting that the determination of shear correction factors for composite laminated structures is still an unsolved issue, because these factors depend on various parameters (Alfano et al., 2001; Sacco, 1999, 2003) .
In equations (3) the three components , , , ,
where the elastic constants 
Typically, the functionally graded materials are made of a mixture of two constituents. In this work, it is assumed that the functionally graded material is made of a mixture of a ceramic and metal constituent. The material properties of the functionally graded shell vary continuously and smoothly along the thickness direction ζ and are functions of the volume fractions and properties of the constituent materials. The Young's modulus ( )
Poisson's ratio ( ) ν ζ and mass density ( ) ρ ζ of the functionally graded shell can be expressed as a linear combination:
where , , ,
represent mass density, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and volume fraction of the ceramic and metal constituent materials, respectively.
In this paper, the ceramic volume fraction C V follows two simple four parameter power-law distributions:
where the volume fraction index p ( ) 0 p ≤ ≤ ∞ and the parameters , , a b c dictate the material variation profile through the functionally graded shell thickness. It is worth noting that the volume fractions of all the constituent materials should add up to unity:
In order to choose the three parameters , , a b c in a suitable way, the relation (8) must be always satisfied for every volume fraction index p . By considering the relations (7), when the power-law exponent is set equal to zero (
or equal to infinity ( p = ∞ ), the homogeneous isotropic material is obtained ) as a special case of the functionally graded material. In fact, from equations (8), (7) and (6) it is possible to obtain:
Some material profiles through the functionally graded shell thickness are illustrated in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. In Fig. 3 the classical volume fraction profiles, such as reported in literature, are presented as special cases of the general distribution laws (7) by setting The three basic sets of equations, namely the kinematic, constitutive and equilibrium equations may be combined to
give the fundamental system of equations, also known as the governing system of equations. By substituting the kinematic equations into the constitutive equations and the result of this substitution into the equilibrium equations, the complete equations of motion in terms of displacements can be written as: 
where the explicit forms of the equilibrium operators , , 1,...,5 ij L i j = are listed in Appendix and the mass inertias assumed the following form:
Three kinds of boundary conditions are considered, namely the fully clamped edge boundary condition (C), the simply supported edge boundary condition (S) and the free edge boundary condition (F). The equations describing the boundary conditions can be written as follows:
Clamped edge boundary condition (C) 
Free edge boundary condition (F)
If we wish to consider a complete shell of revolution, the kinematic and physical compatibility should be satisfied at the common meridian with 
u s t u t u s t w t w s t t s t t s t
Physical compatibility conditions
Generalized Differential Quadrature Method Review
The Generalized Differential Quadrature method will be used to discretize the derivatives in the governing equations in terms of displacements and the boundary and compatibility conditions.
The essence of GDQ method is that the n-th order derivative of a smooth one-dimensional function ( )
, L at the i-th point of abscissa i x , can be approximated as: (Shu, 2000) . The weighting coefficients for the first order derivative are:
In equation (21) the first derivative of Lagrange interpolating polynomials at each point , 1, 2,...,
, is:
For higher order derivatives ( 2,3,..., 1 n N = − ), one gets iteratively:
, , 1, 2,..., ,
From the above equations that the weighting coefficients of the second and higher order derivatives can be determined from those of the first order derivative. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the preceding coefficients ( ) n ij ς are dependent on the derivative order n , on the grid point distribution j x , 1, 2,..., j N = , and on the specific point i x , where the derivative is computed. It is worth noting that, this set of expressions for the determination of the weighting coefficients is so compact and simple that it is very easy to implement them in formulating and programming because of the recurrence feature.
Throughout the paper, the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto (C-G-L) grid distribution is assumed, for which the coordinates of grid points ( , ) 
where , N M are the total number of sampling points used to discretize the domain in ϕ and s directions, respectively, of the double curved shell (Fig. 6 ). It has been proven that for the Lagrange interpolating polynomials, the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto sampling point rule guarantees convergence and efficiency to the GDQ technique (Tornabene, 2007; Tornabene and Viola, 2007, 2008) .
Discrete Gorverning Equations and Numerical Implementation
This section analyses the free vibration of functionally graded shells. Using the method of separation of variables, it is possible to seek solutions that are harmonic in time and whose frequency is ω . The displacements and the rotations can be written as follows: 
3) Translational equilibrium along the normal direction ζ 
In equations (28)- (32),
are the weighting coefficients of the first and second derivatives in ϕ and s directions, respectively. Furthermore, N and M are the total number of grid points in ϕ and s directions.
Applying the GDQ methodology, the discretized forms of the boundary and compatibility conditions are given as follows:
Simply supported edge boundary condition (S) 
Free edge boundary condition (F) 
Kinematic and physical compatibility conditions 
Thus, the whole system of differential equations has been discretized and the global assembling leads to the M A N U S C R I P T
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15 following set of linear algebraic equations:
In the above matrices and vectors, the partitioning is set forth by subscripts b and d , referring to the system degrees of freedom and standing for boundary and domain, respectively. In this sense, the b -equations represent the discrete boundary and compatibility conditions, which are valid only for the points lying on constrained edges of the shell; while the d -equations are the equilibrium equations, assigned on interior nodes. In order to make the computation more efficient, kinematic condensation of non-domain degrees of freedom is performed:
The natural frequencies of the structure considered can be determined by solving the standard eigenvalue problem (39). In particular, the solution procedure by means of GDQ technique has been implemented in a MATLAB code.
Finally, the results in terms of frequencies are obtained using the eigs function of MATLAB program.
It is worth noting that, with the present approach, differing from the finite element method, no integration occurs prior to the global assembly of the linear system, and this leads to a further computational cost saving in favour of the differential quadrature technique.
Results and Discussion
This section introduces some results and considerations about the free vibration problem of functionally graded parabolic panels and shells of revolution. The analysis has been carried out by means of numerical procedures illustrated above.
No literature is available about the results of the GDQ solution for free vibrations of FGM shells with parabolic meridian. Several attempts to validate the present formulations have been made for the isotropic and anisotropic cases and can be found in the PhD Thesis by Tornabene (2007) and in articles by Tornabene and Viola (2007, 2008) .
In this work, the frequency parameters from the present formulations are in good agreement with the results presented in the literature and obtained with the finite element method.
Regarding the functionally graded materials, their two constituents are taken to be zirconia (ceramic) and aluminum (metal). Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and mass density for the zirconia are 168GPa It is interesting to note that, for the structures under consideration, frequencies attain a minimum value for a shell made only of metal, due to the fact that aluminium has a much smaller Young's modulus than zirconia. In particular, it is evident that in Fig. 11 for low values of the parameter b most frequencies exhibit a fastly decreasing behaviour from the ceramic limit case ( 0 p = ) varying the power-law index from 0 p = to 1 p ≈ . For values of p greater than unity frequencies increase until a maximum value. After this maximum, frequencies slowly decrease by increasing the power-law exponent p and tend to the metal limit M A N U S C R I P T
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18 case ( p = ∞ ). This is expected because the more p increases the more the ceramic content is low and the FGM shell approaches the case of the fully metal shell. Otherwise, in Fig. 11 for values of the parameter b approaching the unity the frequency curves present a fastly rising behaviour up to a maximum value by increasing the power-law index p and exceed the ceramic limit case. After this maximum, frequencies gradually decrease. Otherwise, approaching the value 1.2 a = the frequency curves do not present a knee as previously described, but present a fast rising behaviour up to a maximum value by increasing the power-law index p and exceed the ceramic limit case. After this maximum, frequencies gradually decrease. This behaviour depends on the type of vibration mode. It is worth noting that some frequencies do not present a knee or a maximum value as described above, but decrease gradually from the ceramic limit case ( 0 p = ) to the metal limit case ( p = ∞ ) by increasing the power-law exponent p . In particular, the types of vibration mode that can present a monotone gradually decrease of frequency are torsional, bending and axisymmetric mode shapes, while the circumferential and radial mode shapes are characterized by a knee or a maximum value, as it can be seen by comparing the mode shapes with variations of frequencies as functions of the power-law exponent p . For examples, the frequencies 3, 4 f and 7 f of the parabolic dome of Fig. 15 correspond to bending and axisymmetric mode shape as can be observed from Fig. 10 , respectively.
However, this behaviour depends on the geometry of the shell and on its boundary conditions.
Finally, in Fig. 16 Table 7 when the number of points of the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto grid distribution (26) is increased from 11
It can be seen that the proposed GDQ formulation well captures the dynamic behaviour of the system by using only 21 points in two co-ordinate directions. It can also be seen that for the system under investigation, the formulation is stable while increasing the number of points and that the use of 21 points guarantees convergence of the procedure. Analogous and similar convergence results can be obtained for all the shell structures considered in this work. A wide convergence study of GDQ solutions for shell structures has been shown in the PhD thesis by Tornabene (2007) and in the articles by Tornabene and Viola (2007, 2008) .
Conclusion Remarks and Summary
The Generalized Differential Quadrature Method has been used to study the free vibration analysis of functionally graded parabolic thick panels and shells of revolution. The First-order Shear Deformation Theory has been adopted.
The dynamic equilibrium equations discretized with the present method lead to a standard linear eigenvalue problem. The complete 2D differential system, governing the structural problem, has been solved. 
Appendix
The following are the equilibrium operators in equations (10): 2  2  2  11  12  11  66  11  11  66  2  2  3  2  2  2  0 0 0 11  12  66  11  13  11  2  2  3  2  0  0  0   sin  sin cos  cos 2  2  2  11  12  11  66  14  41  11  66  2  2  3  2  2  0 0 0 2  2  2  2  66  66  22  66  11  66  2  2  3  2  2  2  0  0  0  0   sin  cos  1 PRESS   23   2  11  66  12  66  24  51  0  0   cos 2  2  2  66  66  25  52  66  11  66  2  2  3  2  2  0  0  0  0   sin  cos  1 2  2  2  11  12  11  44  11  66  66  2  2  3  2  2  0 0 0 2  2  2  66  55  66  11  66  66  2  2  3  2  2  0 0 0 (b) (b) (b) (b) Table 7 . The first ten frequencies for the functionally graded toro-parabolic panel (C-F-C-F) for an increasing the number of grid points N M = of the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto distribution. 
